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The possibility of obseIVing pure rotational transitions of symmetric tops ..

in their vibrationalground state not obeying the standard å.ÞO selection rule
was pointedout by Watson some 20 years ago. Additionaltransitionsare
induced by centrifugal distortion even in nonpolar molecules if they do not
possess a center of symmetry. For symmetric tops with a threefold axis. very
weak transitions with å.Þ.3 occur at relativelyhigh J values. If both R- and
Q-branch transitions are measured. then all rotational and centrifugaldistortion
constants can be determinedindependently.
Pu1sedmicrowaveFourier transform spectroscopywas sufficientlysensitive
to obselVe such "iorbidden" transitions in nonpolar molecules like boron
trifluorideand cycIopropaneand in poIar moIeculeslike phosphorus oxyfluoride.
methyl trifluorosilaneand others.
Phosphorus oxyfluoridehas shown additional splittings of K=6 and 9
states for very high J values. Since this moleculeapproaches the spherical top
limit. nondiagonalcentrifugaldistortion terms become important and noticeably
influence the transition frequencies. The best selection of nonredundant
centrifugal distortion constants wiU be discussed which flt aU measured
transition frequencies.
Pure rotational transitions are weakly aUowed in nonpolar symmetric tops
in degenerate

excited vibrational

states

as

predicted

by Mizushima and

Venkateswarlu Iong ago. Some examples for allene will be given.
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S1deband Spectroscopy on NF), PFs, 51F., and 51H.
Isotopomers
W.A. Kre1ner, L. Jör1ssen, H. Prinz, W. Höhe, G. Pierre,
M. Loëte, G. Magerl, and W. 5chupita
The VI fundamental of NF) and the V3 fundamental of PFs
have been investigated with CO. laser sidebands employing
the saturation technique. On PFs transitions
have been observed, yielding

up to J" ~ 76

11 constants with an overall

standard deviation of 207 kHz. Onz'SiF. 10 ground state
and 22 excited state constants have been determined from
saturation spectroscopy and infrared radio-frequency
double resonance. From 5tark measurements on the silane
isotopomers with 295i and 305i the dipole moment parameters ~..' ~Z.' and ~o have been determined

and near

coincidences with CO. laser lines have been calculated
which may be useful in future lsotope lnvestlgations
stellar objects.
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LT3 Stark Effect for Tetrahedral Molecules

M.~te

Laboratoire de Spectronomie Moléculaire et Instrumentation Laser ,
Université de Bourgogne, 6 Bd Gabriel, 21100 DUON ,FRANCE

A genera1developmentof the StaricHamiltonianfor tetrahedral

molecules is presented . Dipole Moment and polarizability are both
considered . Tbe theoritical background is the Dipole Moment

developmentpreviously described in reference [1] and similary the

polarizability development given in reference [2] . Use of the tensoria1
forma1ism allows to construct the Stark matrix in a systematic way .
Linear and second order Staric effects can be ca1cu1atedin all energy
levels , in iso1ated band or polyad schemes and to any order of the
development .

[1] M.Loëte, CanJ.Phys ,.ü , 1242-1259 , (1983)
[2] A.Boutahar and M.Loëte, CanJ.Phys (submitted)
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INFRARED-RADIOFREQUENCY
DOUBLE RESONANCE
LAMB-DIP
SPECTROSCOPY
OF 1880S04.

and

L. Ricci*. M. Inguscio. F.S. Pavone. M. Prevedelli. L.R. Zlnk.
M.P. Sassi" and F. Scappini*"
European Laboratory of Nonlinear Spectroscopy (LENS)
Largo Enrico Fermi, 2 1-50125 Firenze, 1taly
*Scuola Normale Superiore, 1-56100 Pisa, Italy
"Istituto Metrologico G.Colonnetti, Torino, 1taly
mlstituto di Spettroscopia Molecolare del CNR,
Via de' Castagnoli, 1 1-40136 Bologna, Italy
Combining high-resolution saturation spectroscopy and IRRF double resonance spectroscopy. we have accurately measured
the fine splitting separation between the ground and V3 excited
vibrational state of OS04'
Saturation spectroscopy was
performed. for the first time, on Q-branch transitions using the
10R(0) CO2 line in combination with acousto-optic modulators.
The to18l tuning range about R(O) was 450 MHz. Seven Q-branch
transitions were measured to an absolute accuracy of 35 KHz by
heterodyning a laser stabilized to the OS04 transition with a
reference laser stabilized to the saturated fluorescence signal
of CO2.
Infrared- radio frequency double resonance signals were
observed for two clusters, 0(16) and 0(18) (see Fig. 1 for the
energy level diagram).
New splitting constants were determined
for these levels and are listed in Table 1, they are one order of
magnitude more accurate than the previous values.

2
o

Table

þ'12I
'1

A2

Fig. 1. Energy level diagram
for the IR-RF double resonance.
~C
I
L

1.

Z3,0(16)
Z3,Q(18)
D,

Tensor Splitting
Constants.
531.07 (11) kHz
552.88 (34) kHz
67.7
(5) Hz

Chairman - V. A. J08
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STUOIES
FOR SF6

INTO PARAMETERS 01'" SuPERSONIC
AND NH3 ~OLEClA..ES WITH T~ABLE

~.
Institute

Moscow

of

Region.

molecules

spectroscopy

molecular
is

a

USSR

their

levels

characterizing

laser

142092.

and

vibrational-rotational

parameters

DIODE lASERS

G.N.Makarov. and Yu.A.Kuritsvn
USSR Academy of Sciences.

Concentrations

Diode

distribution

are

the case of polyatomic molecules
these parameters by calculations

the

jets.
method

to

time. in

determination

of

is highly restricted.

This paper presents the results of
rotational

important

supersonic

convenient

such parameters in jets. At the same

measure

JETS

of Spectroscopy.
Troitzk.

over

PuLSED

measurements

of

temperature and density in pulsed jets of NH3

and SF6 molecules. The measurements were taken for three
different pulsed nozzles. The distribution of molecules
over rotational

levels of the ground

vibrational

state

was found to be similar to the Boltzmann one even though
there were systematic deviatlons dependent on rotatlonal
levels' symmetry. The possible causes of such deviations
will be discussed.
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STUDIES INTO CoLLISIONLESS EXCITATION OF
MOLECULES
AT SINGLE- AND Two- PH010N TRANSITIONS
WITH TUNABLE DIODE lAsERS
Yu.

A. Kuri

t.syn.

G. N. Makarov.

Institute of Spectroscopy.

V. R. MironønJco.

1. Pak

USSR Academy of Sciences.

Troitzk. Moscow Reg10n. 142092. USSR

The

double

IR-IR resonance technique has

been

4pplied to study the collisionlessexcitation of NH3 at
single- and two- photon transitions. The experimental
results of two-photon excitation of
the
2v2
a(1.1)-a(1.1)transition in 14NH3 by the 10P(24) line of
the CO2 laser (the detuning is equal to 0.02 cm-1) can
be well explained through a model description of laser
radiation by a
broad
band
chaotic field. The
experimental results of single-photon excitation of
transitions in 14NH3 and 15NH3 can be described using a
broad band chaotic field too. In the case of nearlv
single-photon resonance. however. the
excitation
etficiency of the molecules depends on the actual mode
structure ot the TEA CO2 laser radiation.
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HIGH RESOLUTION TUNABLE FAR INFRARED
SPECTROSCOPY OF HYDROGEN HALlDES

1

M. Prevedelli, L.R. Zink, P. De Natale, G. Di Lonardo., M. Inguscio
European Laboratory of Nonlinear Spectroscopy (LENS)
Largo Enrico Fermi, 2 1-50125 Firenze, Italy
.Dipartimento di Chimica Fisica e Inorganica
Viale Risorgimento. 4 1-40136 Bologna, 1taly
Rotational transitions of DCI have been measured with a.
tunable FIR (TuFIR) spectrometer in the frequency range 0.3-5.8
THz. The spectrometer (see Fig.1) produces tunable FIR radiation
by the nonlinear mixing of three radiations (two from C02 laserg
and one from a microwave source) on a MIM diode. The MIM diod&.
consists of an electrochemically sharpened tungsten whisker (25
J.Lmin diameter and 3-7 mm long) contacting a cobalt base, which
has a naturalfy occurring thin oxide insulating layer.
The diode generates microwave sidebands on the C02
difference frequency, i.e.
VFIR=(VIC02-vIIC02) %.vj.1W. The FIR
radiation is tuned by tuning the microwave frequency (%.20 GHz
tunability). The FIR frequency is known 10 an accuracy of 35 KHz
and the minimum detectable absorption is estimated to be 10-6
cm-1.
Nine FIR transitions, from J"..O to 16 (0.3-5.8 THz), were
observed for both D35CI and D37CI. The two chlorine isotopes
were present in naturally occurring abundance. The upper
frequency
limit is determined
by the largest difference
frequency between 12C 1602 lasers. The frequencies were
measured
with Doppler limited resolution
and hyperfine
structure was resolved for the lowest J values. Rotational
transition frequencies and new derived molecular constants will
be presented for DCI and other hydrogen halides.

...

Det8Ctor

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the tunable FIR spectrometer
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TRANSFORMEDDIPOLE MONENT AND UNE ItrrENSITIES
MOLECULE. (031) -< 111) -< 130) -< 21 0) -< 012> -< (50)
sr ATES.

Yu.S.Kakushkin,

D.N.Ulenikov,

L;aborator-y o-f App1111d
Tomsk

Statø

and A.S.Zhilyakov

Spøctrosc:opy.

University,
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ANALYSES OF INFRARED SPECTRA OF SOME
WATER VAPOR ISOTOPIC SPECIES.

D.N.Ul8nikav,

A.B.l1alikova
, V.N.Chllrllpanov
and G.A.Shøvch8nko

Laboratory
of Appliød
Spectroscopy,
PhYSiC5
TD8Bk Statø
Univørsity,
TD8Bk, 634010
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llE\YMEASUREJ(ENTS
OP THE nlVERSION 3PECTRA OP 14m>)
AlID 15ND).
S.~.Murzin and 0.N.3tepanov
r.leasurements

o! 20 new trans1tions

1n the

1nversion

speotrum o! 1~ID) and )4 new and 17 re!1ned
transitions 1n the invers10n
spectrum
o! 15ND) have been
ful!iled
at the 1.29-2.56-GHz
!requency
1nterval.
The accuracy
o! the measurements
of the spectral
positions
o! the 11nes 1s determined
by the 11ne
shape; 1t 1s no worse than 10 kHz at an accuracy
better
than 1 kHZ !or the frequency
measurements.
The molecular
consta,nu
of 14uD) and 15~ID) have been
determined
!rom the measured frequencies
!or 72 trans1t1ons o! 1~m) and 51 transit10ns
o! 15ND) by the
method o! least
squares.
New measurements
o! the inversion
speotra
have substat1ally
re!1ned
the values
o! the moleoular
constants
o! deuterated
ammon1a.
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COUPLING
THE LARGE

GÄdam

OF THE QUADRUPOLE
AMPLITUDE

Mickiewicz

University.

PL-60-780

Poznañ.

Columbia,

Department

Canada. V6T lY6.

HOTIONS

Poland.

C

of

MOMENT WITH
IN

METHYLAMINE

Faculty

b

of

Chemistry,

University

Chemistry,

of

British

Vanc=ouver.

B.C.,

Universität Kiel, Äbteilung Chemische

Physik im Institut tOr Phys1kalische

Chemie.

2300 Kiel

1.

F.R.Germany

The rotational spectrum or CD3NH2 has been measured in the
26 - 41 GHz region using a Stark spectrometer and in the
26 - 36.5 GHz reglon using a microwave
spectrometer.

FouT1er-transtorm

A total or 39 lines have been identified and

assigned in the ground vibratlonal state using a rotation
- inversion - internal rotation Hamlltonian. The lines
show unusual nuclear quadrupole
hyperflne
splittings.
These can be explained 1JS1ng a theoretical model which
accounts tor the influence ot the lnversion - internal
rotation
The

-

rotation

coupling on the hyperfine

structure.

following example shows the strength of the coupling:

for the JI( . 2_.1.1 transition the distance between the"
F-1-0 and 2-1 components is 4.347. 3.874 and 2.307 MHz for
81-82,
standard

EI-El
and E2-E2 synmetry
species,
respectively.
theory would predict constant splittings.

From the data for methylamine-d3
quadrupole
coupling
tensor
tor
calculated.

The

in-plane

and -d5 the diagonal
methylamine
has bean

components

~~~--4.8137
MHz and Xr.C.2.8320 MHz.
an angle 72.870 with the CN axis.
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ROVIBRATIONAL DYNAMICS OF TRIATOMIC MOLECULES
Jan MakareWICZ

Adðlll

Mickiewicz

Faculty

I)niversi
ty.

ot

Chemistry.

PL-60-780 Poznañ. Poland.
Properties ot highly

excited rovibrational

triatomic

have

trameworks

molecules
of

theories. New

quantum

(RV) states of

investigated

mechanlcal

computational

consistent tield approach
the RV energy

been

methods

and
based

on a

have been ~pplled

levels and other

quantltles

within

the

semlclassical
RV self

to determine

usetul

in the

analYS1S and interpretatlon of RV molecular dynamics.
Rotationa 1 energy surfaces ca 1culated direct ly from the
total RV Hamiltonlan
ot tiynamical crltical

have been used to eXplaln the nature
effects

ot the RV spectra.
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NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE HYPERFINE STRUCTURE IN THE
ROTATION-VmRATION SPECTRUM OF CH31
ßjsto Paso
Department oCPysics, University oCOulu, SF-90570 Oulu, Finland
The resolution oC the modern infrared spectrometera is 50 high, tlut
in CavourableC88esthe nucleu hyperfine structure can be observed in tbe
inCrared spectra.
Methyl iodide CH31 is a very suitable molecule iC we want to stud7
the eft'ect oC the nucleu hyperfine structure in infrared absorption ban~
lodine atom has a relatively large Ducleu quadrupole moment and itt
DUcleu spin is high (1=5/2). Due to the iodine atom the molecular ma&l
oC CH31 is high and 50 the Doppler broadening oC the lines is small. In
the infrared spectra the nucleu hyperfine splittings are observed only in
lines involving low rotational quantum numbers. In the literature there is
a Cewhigh resolution studies of the spectra of CH31 where the observed
nucleu hyperfine splittìngs have been discussed and 50me of the splittings
have been analyzed.
The purpoøe of this study is to show that although the nucleu hyperfin~
splittings are not detectable in higher rotational quantum numbers, th~
absorption line shapes may be distorted and the line positions may be shifted.
A1though the observed peaks look quite sharp and symmetric, deviatioDS
greater than the instrumental accuracy are found in fittings. This 1imits t~
accuracy that can be attained in estimating the molecular constant from the
observed line positions.
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NEMES L.. SCIf\rÆM)EMAN R.H.. JOHNS J."".c.:
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PRECISE

~UANTUM DYNAflICS OF A :JOLECULE n1TERACTING
WIT1i ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD.

I.R.Ahmedov,

A.A.Kiselev,

A.V.Liapzev

Transformation
of the kinetic energy operator of
a molecule interactiDg
with electromagnetic
field
from cartesian
coordinates
to molecular Eckart coordinates 1s considered.
Tensorial analysis i8 applied
for this purpose consideriDg the molecular coordinates
as curvilinear
and non-orthogonal.
The transformation
1s completely determined by the metric matrix, its reversed matrix and 1ts dete:.'minant which can be considered to be lmown from the correspondiDg problem
for the free molecule. The transformation
of the vector potentials
of the field 1s discussed in detail.
Ph;ysiøal meaning of the interaction
texus in the
transformed hamiltonian
is described for the case of
a linear molecule. Examples of possible applications
are given.
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PRECISE

QU.ANTUMDYNA.MICS OF MOLECULA.RSYSæEMS.

A.A.Kiselev, A.V.Liapzev,

M.L.Faddeeva

Transforma'tion of the kine'tic energ,y opera'tor o:t
a molecular system to collective
coordinates
proVi

approximate separation of variables is considered. Tbtl
molecular system may be a s'table molecule (normal,
linear,
with in'temal rotat10ns),
a deca;y1ng molecUle,
a collisional
complex, an impurity or adsorbed molecule. For each case the collec'tive
coordinates
describing the elec'tronic,
translational,
ro'tational
and
Vibrational
motions of the s;ystem can be defined with
the help of the corresponding Eckart conditions deri ved b;y means of the least squares procedure. Considering the kinetic energ,y operator as a multidimensional Laplace opera'tor, and 'the collec'tive
coordinates as non-orthogonal
curvilinear
coordinates,
methods of tensor analysis are applied, the problem reducing to calcula'tion
of 'the me'tric ma'tr1x, i'ts reversed matrix and de'terminan't. We show tha't spec1fic
propert1es
of 'the molecular coordina'tes allow 'to car:
ou't these calculat10ns
for each sort of molecular
s;ys'tems men'tioned. The calcula'tions
can be generalised
'to. include quas1rela't1Vist1c
correc'tions.
The results
are useful for development of precise quan'tum ~CS
of 1J!.01ecular sys'tems. Derivation of solutions
of 'the
Schrödinger equa'tion for a stable molecule based on
'the series in powers of the Bom-Oppenheimer paramete
and some o'ther examples are considered.
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BES1'ON6ES01 UOLECULESmrEBAC~:rnG ilIm
RESOlU.N'rELECTROJIAGNETICPIELD.

A.~.l'1selev.

ST1iONG

.1.V.Liapzev

iieSOJ18DCefluoresceD.ce and prob1.:lg f1eld absorpticn
are stud1ed tbeoretically
for a molecule that 1nteracts
with an electromagnetic
f1eld resoJ:18l1t w1tha vibrat10nal-rotational
quantum transition.
:rhe 1ntensit;y'
104 VIcm) 18 chosen s'trOog
of "the f1eld (E -102
-mough for the ~c
Stark spl1tt1ogs
to ðxceed the
1ntervals of the f1ne structure,
such 90sfor example
l-d.oubliog and CeD.tri:Cugal spl1ttiog.
It 1s shown
that for th1s case the f1ne struCture ot the correspond.1ng quasi-energ;y levels and hence the response
spectrum of the molecule depend essentially
on the
inten81t;y' and detuning of the f1eld.
The calculations
are carried out for OCS and CH4 molecules. The OCS
molecule 1s supposed to interac"t w1th f1eld resonant

-

with

(v=1

-

v=O) trans1t1on of the bendiog vibra'tiion.

P.robiog f1eld absorption 1s calculated
for
cies close to the l-doubliog frequency b;y
densit;y' matrix method in the quas1-energy
tat10n, and 1ts depend.ence on the pumpiog

the frequenmeans of the
represenf1eld para-

meters i8 demonstrated.
The CH4 molecule is supposed
to 1nteract w1th the f1eld resonant w1th (VJ=1, 67"~
v:O, 71) transit10n.
~ectral
J:I8.11ifestat1ons o~ the
quasi-energ;y levels crossiogs
(anticrossiogs)
are
studied \'11th the help of the same mathematical Cl8thods.
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Analysis or Inrrared and Raman spectra or 116Sn84 in tbe 1900
region. Study or tbe 1000,0010 interac:ting sates.
A. TABYAOu.-, B.LA VOREL., G.PIERRE. and H.BÜRGER..
*Laboratoirc SMIL 6Bd.Gabriel.21100 DUON FRANCE.
**Anorganisc:hc Chcmic,FB9,Univcrsität GH. Gauss-Str.20 D-5600
WÛPPERTAL I.FRG

Two spcc:traof thc monoisotopic stannanc 116Snl4 havc bccn rccorded.
-Thc FIlR spcctrum has been recordcd with thc Brukcr 120 HR intcrfCfOl
at Gicsscn,Wcst Gcnnany,in thc 1800 to 2000 cm-1 region at room tCmpcrature aJId
0,603 Torr prcssurc.
-Thc Raman spccttUm has been rccordcd with thc high rcsolution stimulR1ed
Raman spcctromctcr at Dijon. Francc,in thc 1906.0 to 1908.2 cm-1 rcgion at t'lX81
tempcraturc and a 6 Torr prcssurc.
For thc tWo spcctra thc resolution
Most transitions

was ncarly Dopplcr limited.

obscrvcd c:orrcspond to thc VJJv3 lincs.

Wc havc uscd an hamiltonian of this dyad dcvcloppcd through thc fifth-otdcn
ana1ysc thc tWo spcctra, for J valucs up to 14.
Thc analysis of infrarcd and Rarnan transìtions cnablcd us to dctcrminc 4 YI
paramctcrs, 17 v3 paramctcrs and 6 ìntcraction pararncrers. Thc standard dcviation WII
about 0.3 10-3 cm-1.
For highcr J valucs a pcrturbation appcars. Thc thìrd hannonic of thc bcndin~
modcs v2/V4 fall ncar thc strcching dyad Vl/V3.ThC intcraction bctWccn thc tWO
polyads ìs too strong to bc absorbcd by thc c:ontact transformation. In ordcr to bc able
to analysc thcsc spcctra for highcr J valucs thc (1000,0010,0300.0201,0102,00031
polyad sc:hcmc must bc c:onsìdcred.
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In this paper we present a purely ab initio calculation
the energy levels for rotation-torsion
Ab initio relaxed

internal

rotation

of

in Hydrogen Peroxide.
barriers

at different

levels of the theory, including CISD/6-31G..,

have been

calculated and used within the framework of a semirigid model
to describe
geometry

the

was

spectrum.

carried

out

Also
to

ful1

optimization

calculate

the

of

the

torsional

and

rotational constants.
Recent experimental

evidence of tunnelling

barrier

has appeared

levels.

We

calculate

(1) as a staggering
this

staggering

and

through

in the torsional
the

splittings due both to cis and trans tunnelling
with the experimental

(1) J.M. Flaud,
J.Chem.Phys.

C.

the cis

rotational
and compare

results.
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An IAM-1tkeana1ysts of the mtcrowavespectrumof g1yco1-0-~
L. H. Coudert1 and H. Mø11endalz
lLaboratotre

de Physique Moléculatre et Atmosphérique

Un1vers1téP1erre et Marie Curte et CNRS
4, Place Jussieu, 75252Paris Cedex 05, France
2Departmentof Chemtstry, The untvesrtty of Oslo, P. O. Box1033
B1indern, 0315 Os103, Norway
Ethy1ene g1yc01 Is a m01ecu1e of great interest because of the
many 1arge amplttude motions It may execute. $0 far, an extensive
tunnel1ng of the two hydroxy1 groups has been evidenced. For the
norma1 specles. an unambiguous assignment of the mlcrowave
transltions has been Impossib1e for many years because of these
Interna1 motions. For the dtdeuterated species (glycol-0-dz'
CHzOD-CHzOD)
, tunne11ng Is substantia11y reduced and It was possib1e
to assign a certain number of transit10ns of the gGa conformer.1
In the present work an IAH-11ke treatment Is app1ted to treat
the mu1tidimensionna1 tunne1tng exhtblted by the gGa conformer of
g1yc01-0-d2. Ustng symmetry arguments and cons1dertng the potentia1
energy surface, the effects of the tunne11ng on the energy pattern
and on the transittons strength wi11 be examined. The forma1tsm
wt11 afterward be app1ied to ftt the microwave data.1-Z A1though the
mtcrowave spectrum has not been comp1ete1y assigned, we hope to gain
Informatton on the tunne1tng poss1b11ittes In the m01ecu1e. For
instance, a tunneling scheme in wh1ch two non-equtva1ent tunne1tng
paths arise cannot be rejected.
Thts mtght shed some 1ight on the
tmportance of Intram01ecu1ar hydrogen bondi;g In this molecu1e.
IE. Wa1der. A. Bauder and Hs. H. Günthard. Chem. Phys. 51, 223 (1980).
2H. M.lendal. pr1vate communtcation.
5~
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MILLlMETER WAVE SPECTROSCOPY OF SMALL SILICON
COMPOUNDS

M. Bo~ev. C. Demuynck and J.L. Destombes
Université de LiIle-Flandres-Artois
Laboratoire de SpeCtfoscopie Henzienne
59655 Villeneuve d' Ascq Cedex

-

France

The submillimeter
wave spectra
of the 13 C monosubstituted silicon dicarbide Si 13CC and of the various most
abundant isotopomers of siIicon carbide SiC (3n) (28Sil2C.
29SP2C. 30Sil2C and 28Si13C) were observed in the 340-475 GHz
frequency range.

Sp3CC was produced in a glow discharge through a mixture
of SiH4. 13CO. C2H 2 and Ar cooled at liquid nitrogen
tcmperature. SiC was obtained in thc same conditions without
adding C2H2 to the mixture.
The rs structure of the ring molecule SiC2 was deduced
from our measurements and from results 00 other isotopomers.
For SiC. a set of molccular constants was derived for each
isotopic form and the frequencies of the lines of astrophysica1
intcrest were predicted.
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H. G. Bssig and A. Ruoff
Sektion Schwingungsspektroskopie.

University of Ulm
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A FTIR spectrum of the '" fundamental of NFa with .
resolution of 2110-a car1 has been analysed. Ca. 1300
lines were assigned and the following parameters haw
been

deter8lined:

and

"8

DII .,

-

.

B' ,

DII' for

B8. 1)81 and D8111 for the ground statl
A' , - A', DJ . . - Dl', DZII .. - DJ. 1,

- B',
the

exited

state.

The possible existence of a coriolis resonance with v3 i.
discussed.

With the laser sideband spectrometer. a linewidth ot
2110-8 cm-1 was observed with the saturation techDique,
which was
sufficient to
resolve the 0 - brancb
K structure.
The splitting of the K
(J+6

+ J_6)

In addition
detail

with

has

been

=3

levels

caused by the operator

examined.

the Stark effect

has

been investigated,

in

tbe IR-IR double resonance technique. wbicb

separates
the Stark splitting
tbe exited state.
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and W. A. Kreiner
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Chemie, University
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M. Loëte
Lab.
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Université
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The linear

Stark

isotopomer
IR laser

of silane,
sideband

et

Dijon,

effect

Instr.

Laser.

France

within

the

Va/V4

a8Si84.
has
been
and
with
IR-IR

dyad

of

the

main

investigated
with
double
resonance

spectr05COpy.
One

of

the

advantages

of

the

IR-IR

technique is, that it differentiates
ground

state

spectrum

both

Stark

double resonance

between

splittings, while in

splittings

are

exited and

the

pure

IR

included and can only be

separated by calculation.
Furthermoore,
of the

the measurements are not affected by shifts

laser

frequency, so that no stabilisation of the

COa laser is necessary.
As a result.it is found that the vibration induced dipole
moment arising from the threefold degenerate vibration V4
is modified

considerably

by vibrational interaction with

Vz. A third parameter, which describes
duced
ined.

part

of the

All measurements
abundance.

the

rotation in-

dipole moment, has also been determ-

were

performed
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on samples in natural

Study or Vl!V3 interac:ting bands or silane.
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Analysis or inrrared and Raman spec:tra.

B.LA VORELl, G.MILLOTI, Q.L.KOU2, G.GUELAæVI1J2,
K.BOUZOUBAI,
P.LEPAGEJ, Vl.G.TYUTEREV3 and G. PIERREI.
1 Laboratoire
Université

de Specttonomie
de Bourgogne

Moléculaire

6, BI. Gabriel, 21000 Dijon. France

2 Laboratoire
Université

de Paris-Sud.

et InStrUIJJentaåon Laser

Batiment

d'infnll'Ouge
350. 91405 Orsay-Cedex,

France

3 Laboratory of Spcctroscopy, lnstitute of Atmospheric Opties,
Siberian Branch of Sciences of the USSR, Akadcmisches1cii 1,634055 Tomsk, USSi

The V1/V3interacång bands of natural silane have been studied by Fo
lransform speCtToscopyand stimulated Raman speCtToscopy,respcctively in the 21
2320 cm-1 and 2180-2187 cm-1 region. The dara combined with available micro
observations have been analysed using a reduced effective Hamiltonian develo
through the fifth otder for 28SiH4, and through the fourth otder for 29SiH4 and 30SiIù
The observed infrared and Raman lransiåons have been very weU reproduced with
srandard deviation of about 0.0004 cm-1 for 28SiH4. Some anomalies in
Hamiltonian expansion have been found, but which did not pertub the analysis.
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f9tenrial Funcrion and Dipole Moment Funcrion of Methane

M.Loëte. A.Mourbat. A.Abownajd and H.Berger

Laboratoire de Spectronomie Moléculaire et Instrumentation Laser
Université

.6 Bd Gabriel

de Bourgogne

.21100 DUON . FRANCE

.

The anhannonic force constants and Dipole moment derivatives of
have been fitted simultaneously
. Data are parameters
determined from the energy levels and line strengths analyses of 12CH4
13CH4. 12CD4 and 13CD4 The ambiguity of the Hamiltonian and
methane

.

Dipole Moment parameters is taken into account

.

Preliminary results will be presented showing the validity of the

.

. As a result the 13 symetric cubic constants and 7 Dipole
Moment constants have been determined .

method
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MiCfOwaveFourier Transform Spectroscopy in Static 8ectric and Magnetic Fields.
Dieter H Sutter
Abteilung Chemische Physik im Institut für PhysikaJische Chemie
Christian Albrechts Universitäl D-2300 K i e 1.Germany

MiCfOW8ve
Fourier transform (MWFT)spectroscopy W8S introduced in the early
seventiethby W H.Aygare at the Universityof IDinoisI1lln brief the basic principleof
lt18teehniqueis 8s follows.A frequency stabilized microwave source is set close 10
lt18rotationalresonances under investigationand is then chopped in10short pulses.
'f 'CaJpuJse duration times range from severaJ ns to severaJ us. Each pulse is
~ified into the 1 10 10 kW range for intense interaction with the molecules. In the
~e
cell the subensembles of molecules. which can undergo an electric dipole
transitionto an eigenstate with a transition frequency sufficiently CIOSe10 the
micl"owave
frequency in the pulse.are coh8rently driven in10the COrTespondingmixed
state.ie. in10a non-eigenstate of the molecularHamiltonian.The degree of this mixing
depet1dson the dipole mabix elemenl on the fieldstrength of the driving microwave
field.and on the off-resonance and duration of the puIse. After the pulse. the
SUbenS8fnbIeS
in tum emit their corresponding moIecular transition frequencies.
CoDisions and Doppler dephasing destruct the initiaJcoherence and cause the
emiSSiOn
to decay withinseveraJ us. (Spontaneous emission and radiation damping is
negfigiblein the microwave region). These faint emission signals are amplified and
heterodyneddown into the MHz range for digitization.10 ns is typical as sampfing
interval.SignaJaveraging of many decays (occasionaDy1()8and more) must be used
forsignaJto noise improvemenl FinaBythe frequencies. ampIitudes. relaxation times.
etc.are extracted from the digtized decays by means of a discrete microwave Fourier
transformroutine or other more appropriate mathematicaJmethods. For more details
therecent review by H.Dreizleris recomended (2),
Atpresent the MWFTtechnique is mostly used incombinationwith a supersonic jet
expansion(3). Due to the extremely low temperabses in such a jel only the lowest
rotationaJstates are populated. This reduces the rotationaJspectrum to only few lines
but withdramaticaUyenhanced intensity.Due 10 the Iow relative velocities within the
molecularbeam. this type of spectrometer is now extensively used for the study of
WeaklyboundcompIexes.
However.the superior sensitivityand resolutionof MWFTspectroscopy aJso makes
the technique ideaDysuited for the study of molecules with very small permanent
electricdipo/emoments in standard waveguide absorption cells. Since it is more easy
to apply strong exterior fields 10 such a configuration.SPeCiaJ waveguide MWFT
spectrometers were developed at Kiel Universityfor molecular Zeeman effect and
SIark effect studies (4.5. and references cited therein). These spectrometers and
their use for rotationaJ Zeeman effect and Stark effect studies of Iow-dipole
molecuJessuch as 1.1-dideuteroaJleneor 1.1-dideuterocyclopropane (6) wiUbe
described insome detail.
1)J. C.McGurck.T.G.SchmaIz.and W.H.Aygare. Adv.Chem Phys. 25. 1-69 (1974).
2) H.Dreizler.Mol Physics 59. 1-28 (19861
31 T. J. BaØe.E. J. CampbeD.M R. Keenan. and W. H. Aygare. J. Chem Phys. 71.
2723-2724 (19791
41 O. Böttcher. B. Kleibömer.and Q H. Sutter. Ber. Bunsenges. Phys. Chem 93.
207-213 (1989'>
51E.Ffiegeand H.Dreizler.Z. Naturforsch.A 42. 72-78 (1987>.
610. Böttcher. N. Heineking,and D. H. Sutter. J. Molec.Spectroscopy 139.236-240
(19901.
7,
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ROTATIONAL SPECTRA OF LASEIt VAPOlUZED REFRACTORY SPECIES
USING A PULSED FT-KICROqAVE SPECTROHETEIt
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Why do you study hot bands?

Is it just a hobby?

GeorgesGRANER
Laboratoire d'lnfrarouge, Associé au CNRS,
Université de Paris-Sud,
Båt. 350, 91405 ORSAY Cédex, France

In the recent years, the author has been interested 1ft
several projects involving the study of hot bands. This might
appear as a purely academic field of research but it will ba
shown that it is not the case. Laser and combustion studies are
obvious problems involving hot bands, but atmospheric and
planetary spectra ( even if many planets are at a very low
temperature) may also necessitate a good understanding 01
these hot bands.
Several examples will be given: the notorious CFC-12,
an asymmetric top, cyanoacetylene, a linear mOlecule, and
especially propyne, a symmetric top.
For the later molecule, we shall explain how to assign
the rovibrational structure in hot bands, even when the lower
level is of E type symmetry (here V10.1). Special care should be
taken when k.e.:t1 in the lower state. This is shown both at 10

~,

-

with the hot bands (va+ V10):1:2 V10 and (Va+ V10)0

and at 30 ~,

-

- VI 0

with the hot bands (2V10):1:2V10 and (2v10)O - V10'

We shall also show how the study of the hot bands of Vs
led to a precise determination of the Ao rotational. constant
and also why Vg (at 640 cm'1) and 2v10- V10 (at 330 cm.1) have
to be treated simultaneously.
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VIBRATIDN-ROTATION INTERACTIONS
t1ETHYLACETVLENES

IN ISOTDPIC

V.A. JOB
SPECTROSCOPY DIVISION
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
BOMBAY - 400 085
INDIA
Our lnvestlgation of the high resolution

F-T

Diode laser spectra of isotopic methylacetylenes
mid-t~fr3red region will be presented.
in this regicn are perturbed.
is the v 7 band of CD sCCH at

Of
1048

_

the

particular
cm-',

interaction in which is XY Coriolis
unseen level at

All

in

the

ccupling

and
the

bands

interest
dcminant
with

1110 cm-., which is most probably

an
the

V. state.
The pattern
of
rotational
structure
drastically alt.rs after the cross cv.r point,
which
occurs between 80-9. and 90_10- levels.
It has been
possible to derive approKimate

parameters of the unseen

level also from the analysi5 of the perturbatians.
The A1 - AZ splittings in the Pps,and PR
branches
have been measured by diode laser spectroscopy.
The
splitting i5 mainly caused by the ccmbined effect cf XY
Coriclis lnteracticn
between
00 and 1- levels
and
"t2,.I" l-type interaction between

1- and

K-type doubling interacticn between 30 and
also ccntribute to the splitting.
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LT12 Separation of Adiabatic and Nonadiabatic Effects in the
Vibration-rotational

Spectra of Diatomic Holecules

by J. F. Ogilvie.

Academia Sinica Institute of Atomic and Holecular Sciences,
P. O. Box 23-166. Taipei 10764, Taiwan

Abstract:

The adiabatic

vibration-rotational

and nonadiabatic

effects

spectra of diatomic molecules

in the

are discussed

in relation to the determination of the corresponding radial
functions.

New expressions

for such determinations

are presented

and problems in the interpretation of published spectra are
described. Applications of these relations are presented.
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Isotopic Nitric Oxide Spectra and Breakdown
of the Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
A.H. Saleck, K.M.T. Yamada, and G. Winnewissel'
I. Ph!Jsikølisches /nstitut,

Universitåt zu Köln, D-5000 /(öln 41, German!J

New ground state mm and sub-mm transitions of the nitric oxide isotopes
15N160 and 14N1SO , as wel1as high-J rotation& 14N160 frequencies in the far
infrared, have been measured. The mm and sub-mm transitions were recorded
in Cologne: 26 15N160 and 43 14N1SO transitioD8 from 142 to 428 GHz with
estimated uncertainities between 50 and 200 kHz. The 14N1SO rotation& transitions have been measured for the first time for this species. In the far infrared,
69 14N160 lines between 751 and 2752 GHz (20 90 cm-I) were measured with
a high-resolution Fourier Transform spectrometer Bruker IFS 120 HRõ the estimatcd uncertainity is less than 3 MHz.

-

The observed frequencies were analyzed together with data available in the
literature by a least-squares fit program based on a Harniltonian similar to the
one of Meerts and his coworkers [1]. The ground state rotational, A-doubling,
and hyperfine interaction constants are precisely determined.

Equilibrium constants could be obtained by correcting the vibrational contributions to the parameters [2]. The expected isotopic dependence of the equilibrium rotational constant B. cx/1-1turned out to be not exactly fullfil1ed.The
breakdown of the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation seems to be responsible for
the deviation foundõthe order of magnitude of the Bom-Oppenheimer correction
parameter for oxygenshows consistencewith the valueof Bogeyet &. [3]for SO.

[1] F.C. van den Heuvel, W.L. Meerts, and A. Dymanus,
J.Mol.Spectry 84, 162 (1980)
[2] C. Amiot, R. Bacis, and G. Guelachvili,Can.J.Phys 56(2), 251 (1978)
[3] M. Bogey, C. Demuynck, and J.L. Destombes, Chem.Phys. 66,99(1982)
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SIMULTANEOUSTREATMENT OF THE VIBRATIONAL LEVEts
lIt
1 and Vl0 2 OF PROPYNE

=

=

K. Pekkala and V-M. Homeman
Department of Physics, University of Oulu, 90570 Oulu, F"mland
and
G.Graner
Laboratoire d'Infrarouge, Université de Paris-Sud,
91405 Oraay Cedex, Ftance
The ilÚrared spectrum of propyne between 580 em-1 and 690 em-1

been recorded at an instrumental resolution of 0.003 cm-1 with the aid of~I
Fourier spectrometer at the University of Oulu [1]. The spectrwn inclUi
the fundamental band 1Ig. The rotational energy levels both of Vl0 2.
t10 = 0 and Vl0= 2, t10= %2,have been computedfrom the 1'10band IIDC
the hot bands 2&110
- &110.These measurementswere performed with tht
Bruker Fourier instrument in Giessen at a resolution of 0.0020 cm-1. Tbe
third data set includes the pure rotational transitions at lIt 1 and Vl0=:
measured in Lille with microwave and millimeter wave spectroscopy (2).
In the fundamental 1Ig,the behaviour of the subband Kt1K = -2 is
dift'erent from the others. This perturbation can be explained with the aiC

=

=

of the Fermi "resonance between lIt

= 1, t. =

=1=1

and Vl0

= 2, t10= H

A corresponding dFect is apparent for the K = 0, t:.K = 1 subband IÍ

-

(2&110)%2 &110.Therefore

a global treatment

of the three sets of data ÌI

needed. The t(2,2) resonance in lIg appears mainly as t-doub1ing wherea
the t-resonances

between

Vl0 =

2, t10 = 0 and Vl0= 2, t10 = ~

have

remarkable inßuences within a wide range of K values. There are also
possibly Coriolis resonances between lIt
1 and the components oC Vl0 2
although there are no direct observations.

=

=

[1] J. Kauppinen and V-M. Homeman, in "Ninth CoUoquium on High
Resolution Molecular Spectroscopy, Riccione, 16-20 September 1985",
Paper L 22.
(2) G. WJodarczalt, R. Bocquet, A. Bauer, and J. Demaison, J. MoL
Spectrosc. 129, 371-380 (1988).
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pT26 PROPYNE AT 30 Ilm: A STUDY OF Vl0 AND OF ITS HOT BANDS
G. Graner(l) and G. WagnerC2)
(1)La.boratoire d'Infrarouge, Båt. 350, Uuiversité de Paris-Sud, 91405
Orsa.y-Cedex, Fnmce
(2)Physika.lisch-ChemischesInstitut, Justus-Liebig-U uiversitãt, Heinrich-BuffRing 58, 1>-6300 Giessen (West Gennany)

-

-

A1though the Vtoband o! CHz C == C H ha.sbeen recently studied a.t
0.004 cm-1 resolution [1], a. new study oí the 30 Ilm region wa.sundertaken,
ms.inIy 10 solve the problems oí the hot ba.nds, which a.re especia.lly strong
in the region. The new spectrum wa.srecorded at room temperature on the
Giessen high-resolution BRUKER instrument, at a resolution of ~0.0020
cm-1.
For the fundamental ba.ndVl0, a.ssignmentswere made from K I::.K= -11
10 +12 with J values up 10 66. The model used íor fìtting the data was
the classical unperturbed ba.nd model, except for the fact that the usual f'/J
and f'/K pa.rameters had 10 be completed by higher order terms f'/JJ, T/JK.
T/KK and even f'/KKK and f'/KKKK. A standard devia.tion of 0.210 x 10-3
cm-1 wa.s achieved.

=

The accurate knowledge of A.. (from previous work) and of the vl0 1
state a.llowed us to a.ssign several thousa.nds of lines belonging to the two
hot bands (2Vl0):i:2

- Vl0 and

(2Vto)O -

Vl0' For the former, KI::.K ranges

from -8 to +7, for the la.tter from -7 to +5. Assignments a.re assisted by
the use of an automatic assignment program adapted to hot bands.
A special ca.seoccurs when J:".{" = 1 in the lower state of a transition.
This produces two K. I::.K = 1 subbands in the former hot band mentioned
and only one K .I::.K 1 subba.nd in the latter.
A complete treatment of the energy levels tll0 = 2, l10 = 0, :f:2reveals
a Fermi resonance with tlt 1. This will be discussed in a.nother paper by

=

=

Pekkala.et al.
[1] V-M. Horneman, G. Gra.ner, H. Fakour, G. Tarrago, J. Mol. Spectrosc.,
131, 1-8 (1989) and 131, 432 (1989)
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TeF 2 molecu1es
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Vibrat~onally excited states in c3v molecules

L. Fusina, G.D. Nivellini,

F. Tullini

Dipartimento di Chimica Fisica e Inorganica
Universita' di Bologna-

rtaly

and J.L. Duncan
Department of Chemistry University, of Aberdeen
Scotland

Spectraof

CH3CD3

have been recorded in the infrared region

up to 16000 cm-1.
The

ob8erved frequencies of both the CH3 and CD3 stretchings

overtones, cannot be analysed in terms of a simple "local mode"
de8cription, owing to the presence of several strong

Fermi re-

80nances with the excited states of the CH3 and the CD3 deformation modes.
The

simple

"local mode" model has been modified in order to

take into account these resonances.
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Born-Oppenheimer effects and vibration-rotationalspectra of Co2
by J. L. Teffo.
Laborato1re de Physique Holeculaire et Atmospherique.
Univers1té P1erre et Harie Curie.
Tour 13: 4 place Jussieu.
F75252 Paris cedex 05. France
and J. F. Ogilvie.
Academia Sin1ca. Ins~itute of Atomic and Holecu1ar Sciences.
P. o. Box 23-166. Taipei 10764. Ta1wan
Abstract:

A treatment of the vibration-rotational

enerçies of a

polyatomic molecule starts with the most general form of the
effective nuclear halliltonian 1nc1uding the adiabatic
nonadiabatic terms.
kinetic-energy
treatment

At the stage of the transformation of the

operator of the nuclei into the nuclear frame. the

becolles restricted

to linear molecules.

of the formation of the isomorphous hamiltonian.
further restricted
9ymmetric
analysis

to triatomic molecules

case YXY.

Finally

of the available

of vibration-rotational

determined
of

the

13C1602 and 12C1802.
separation

19

to the
to tbe

spectral data of C02' tbe wavenumbers

the

For

tbe f1rst

mass-independent

for the primary v1brat1onal
species

the treatment 1s

is directed

to the adiabatic and nonadiabatic

symmetric

At the stage

and eventually

the treatment

transitions.

polyatomic molecule.
corresponding

and

from

tbe

parameters

effects have been

and rotational quantitieø

9pectral

data

Tbe value of the equilibrium

RC-O corresponding

time for a

of

internuclear

to tbe Born-Oppenhe1mer

Il.1599784tO.0000036)xlO-10
83

12C1602'

treatment

11.

51- D VIBRATlOIIAL
5TRETCHIN6ttOOE5OF 51 ~ D2
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RAJtANAND INfRARED RO-VIBRATlOIIAl SPECTRA.
".~C~T~J~.~
llÞol'8tolrt dlnfrarouge. ðlL 350. ~tI

P8rts-Sud

F - 91405 MS.\Y.FRAHCE
B.LAYOREL

de ~

SMIl. ~tI
F

-

21100

6 8d GaÞrte\

0IJ(Jt, FRAHCE

H. BUR6ER
Anor9InIsd18

Cheml.. FB 9. \)IMrsltal-GH.

o - 5600 WlPPERTAL

In tht søeclr8l
are exptCltd

rlngt

1.

Gafstr.

F A. Gennany.

0(51-0

modes o( 51

~

'? .namtly ~

and "8

.

tht

(ollowinIJ

IMIs

:

1581.9736 an-1

(AI)

-z

)

1585.06

cm-I

..,+

)

1590.85

an-1

'8

)

1601.4778 an-1

+..,

1624.3

+ "4 (A1)

The IR soeclrum

20

ShOws

11I81. in 8ddIUon

to lhelr

IOOtu8I corfolls

an-1

Intenlctlon.

Y2 and Y8 are

5trongly øertlrbed þy extra 1M" .., + "9 and vs +.., .
The "., + "9 vtbr8t1on, whidl causes tht ll\ljor øerttrÞaUon. belOfl9Sto A2 spec!es and
thu5 15IRinaclive. Thel'e(ore I Ram8nspectrun IIISbeen recorded lIId .wysed.
AIItht R8nan trlllSiUons 11M been 1S5i9MdlIId I comøuter prognm WhtdInl, the ((Q'
lowest interacllllQ level, 11M been written.
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DETE.1MINATION OP MODEL PARAMETERS

OP THE POTENTIAL

PtffiCTIONBASED ON SPECTROSCOPIC DATA POR HIGHLY EXCITE])
ROVIBRATIONAL STATES OF SDlPLB MOLBCULES
A.V.Buren1D
Inst1tute

o! Appl1ed

and M.Yu.Ryabikin

Phys1cs, Acsdemy

o! Sc1enc8s

o!

the USSR, Gorky, USSR
A rap1dl;r oonverg1ng
t1on-rotational

ser1es !or the energy of vibra_

levels ot a d1atom1c molecule

truoted 1n Ret.(1),

1s cons-

wh1ch 1s based on modern tormal1sm

ot the perturbat10n theor;y tak1ng 1nto account as;ymptot1c behav10r o! the nuclear 1nteraction potent1al.
The use ot th1ø ser1es for oa1oulat1on ot v1brationrotat1onal

speotra o! h;ydrogen hal1ds

;y1elded muoh h1gher aocurao;r oompared

ser1eø

(Re!.(2))

1n a w1de range ot quantum numbers

In the presen1; paper the parameters

has

to the Dunham
".

and. J.

ot our model

potent1al are rela1;ed to the øpectroscop1c constants
o! 1;he ser1eø !or 1;he energ;y ot vibra1;1on-rota1;1onal
levels, 1n the lowest order ot the parameter )AD("'e/rn)~
( Me and. rn are the eleotron 118SS and the reduced
mole<*lar 118SS, respeotivel;y). The resul1;s ot treat1ng
the vibrat1on-rotat1onal
speotrum ot the HCt
molecule employ1Dg

these relat1ons,

are pr8sen1;ed.

The poss1bilit;r to extend the developed approach
the csse ot a tr1atom1o moleoule 1s oons1dered.
1.

A. V. Buren1n

140-150

, M. Yu.Ryab1k1n,

J .Jlol.Spec1;roso.

lli,

1n "Proceed1ngs,

XIth

to

(1989).

2. A.V.Buren1D,

M.Yu.Ryab1k1n,

Colloqu1um on Hlgh Resolut1on
p;r, G1essen, 1989", p.F7.

~5

Jlolecular Spectrosoo-
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RATIONALEIPAHSIOl'lS m 'mB THBORYOP MOLECtJLARRO'J!ATIOØAL SPECTlU. - GEBBIU.L PBILOSOPBY A1'lD APPLICAU01lS

A.V.Burenin
IDst1tute

ot Appl1ed Ph1s1cs, Academ7 o! Sc1sncea ot
the 1JSSR, Go1'Iq, USSR

'lhe tol1orins
!uDdamental problelll8 ot rat10nal expans10ns ot ettect1ve
rotat10Dal Ham1ltoD1aDs are cons1dered 101' arb1trar:r ucDl1Dear molecules, 1.e. the problem
01 reduct10n /1/, determ1Dat1on o! opt1mumve1'sion 1D &
w1de c1&ss o! 1'educed tOr1118/2/ and the problem o! conve1'genc~ 3/ .
In th1s report optimum ve1's1oD8 ot e!tect1ve 1'ot&t1onal Ham11toDian operato1' to1' ucDdegeuerate vibrat10nal
states are cOD8tructed w1tl1 &ocurac:r up to tl18 sext10
contribut1OD8. We present tl18 results
o! treat1Dg rotat10nal sp8c'tra o! &QllllDØtr1c aDd SJIIID8tric top-t:rpe molecules emplo;riDg opt1mum rational
ve1'sioD8 ot etfect1ve
Ham1ltoD1an operato1'. A ne. scheme 101' reduction of ettective Ham11toDian ha8 been COD8tructed to1' a sJmmØtric top-t:rpe molecule 1n the case ot fa:rlo1' expans10n
1n the aDgUlar momen'tumcOIIpOuents. Justa geueral1zat10n ot th1s scheme to ratiODal expans10ns are used 1n
treatment ot experimental data. fhe results
of titting
sho. & oonsiderable
advantage of optimum raUonal expansiOD8 compared to the tradi t10nal 'la:rlo1' ezpans10ns even
1D the range of &Ppl1cat1on of the 1&tt81'.
1. A.V.Burenin,
2. A.V.Burenin,

Opt .Speo'troac.,
J.Mol.Spec'trosc.,

3. A.V.Burenin, J.Mol.Spec'troac.,
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,22, 52-56 (1989).
lJi,
(1990).

lJ&, 169-172 (1989).
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CLASSD'IC.A.!l!IOBOP 140LECULARS!rATES
A.V.BureDin

Inst1tute of A.ppl1edPh7sics,
.A.oadelll7 of Sc1ences
the USSR, GorJq, USSR
!he

trad1t10nal

approach

to c1ass1t1oat10n

cular states 1s based on CBPI group. Ret./11

of

ot mo18emploJing

the ph110sophyof th1s approach has reY8aled some Ø81'1_
ous errors in the boolc "Quantum Kechanics" b:r L.D.Landau 8Dd.B.l4.Lifsh1ts 12/. fhe report showø that th1ø
1s a m18UDd.erstaDd1Dgcauaed b:r d1tferent
ph11080ph;r
used in the approach to molecular state c1aøs1t1oat10n
in the boolc 121 8Dd. in the approach emploJiDg CBPI
group. The ph1losoph:r
of the boolc 121 developed
in
Refs./3-51
1s conø1dered. Instead ot CBPI group 1t compr1ses a chain 0: Qllllll8tr:r groups of all models wh:1ch

appears when the problem on moleoular sta t10nar;r sta te.
18 solved b:r the perturbat10n
theor:r method8. Bach
group in the ohain p1a:rS the role ot 1t8 Otm. Th18 18
due to the tact that every approz:1mate model contains
add1Uonal qual1tat1Y8 1nf01'lll8t1on on the molecule.
Some ph11080ph1oal aDd. teohD1oal advantage8 ot the
cha1n of grOupø compared to CBPI groUp 1n c1asø1tJiDg
r1g1d aDd. DODr1g1d molecules are demonøtrated.
1. D.M.JoDas, J.Chem.Ph7s., 22, 5563-5565 (1989).
2. L.D.L8Dd.au, B.M.Litsh1 t8, Quantum Mechanios, 14.,
Bauka, 1974.
). A.V.Burenin, V.B.Jlarlcov, Izv.VUZov, Rad1ot1z1ka, ~,
287-)01 (1980).
4. A..V.Burenin, O.L.Pol~,
Izv.VUZov, Rad1of1z1lca,
~, 169-179 (1982).
5. .A..V.Burenin, Journ. ot Struot.Chem.(in
Ruøsian), ~,
Bo.4, 155-157 (1985).
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POTENTIAL-ENERGY

FUNCTION .-\ND PADE-FORMS

FOR DIATOMIC

1.IOLECULES

V.F.Golovko. S.N.1.Iikhallenko.
Institute

01

tmospherlc
Sclences.

and Vl.G.Tyuterev

Optics. Slberlan Branch Academy 01
634055. Tomsk. USSR

The verslon
01 the perturbat10n
theory
adapted
to the
calculat10n
01 vlbratlon-rotat1on
energles
01 diatomlc
molecules
In ratlonal
lorms Is dlscussed.
Thls technlque
results
both In
lamUlar serlal contrlbutlons
and In nonpoiynomlal
terms over the
Ylbrat10n (v)
and rotat1on
(J) quantum
numbers.
The nnal
expresslon
lor the vlbrat1on-rotat1on
energles has some leatures
01 Pade-approx1mants
1:.ut not colnc1de wlth It exact1y. Prevlously
der1ved lormulae lor the Dunham's p.,rameters Ynu are modlned to
relate the spectroscoplc
constants
ln the new expresslon EyJ with
the
molecular
potentlal-energy
coelnclents
01 some
molecules.
It Is noted that
the quallty
01 the nt
extrapolat1on
01 the vlbrat1on-rotat1on
transltlons
Is
compared to the conventlonal Dunham's approach.
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New observations

B Z+ R.Kep81.

in the e~ission spectrum of the
A 1Tr system of CO.

J.D.J8nil~2

, M.Ryte11

lAtomic and M01ecular Physics Laboratory, Pedagogica1
University of Rzeszów, 35-310 Rzeszów, Poland
2Institute of Physics, University of Novi Sad, 21000 Novi
Sad, Yugoslavia

In the emission spectrum of the CO m01ecule 511
new, not observed so far bands of the Ångstr60n(B1,E+
system have been reg1stered.

Under high res01ution

- Allf)

and

using Th standard 1ines the fo110w1ng bands of th1s systeN
have been observed:
(1-2), (1-7), (1-8), (0-6)
12C160 molecule and the (1-2) band in 1JC160 and
On

the

basis

of

the

resu1ts

of

of bands and using our earlier
of the CO molecule
1. B ,0

the

rotationa1

1n the
14C160.
ana1ysis

resu1 ts (1,2) new constants

energet1c structure have been determined

rotat1ona1constantsof the B1~+ (v=O and 1 )

a"rm A'1iT' (v::0-8) states
2.

Be,cCe

3.

'JlI"uÞband or!g1ns

... equ111br1um

4.

Vibrationa1

constants

5.

Oifferences

of the

and B1~+

C

B

00 - 00

states:

C_R

constants

of the

of the B and A states

B and

rov1bronic
GC(O)_GB(O),

A states

structure

constants

GC(O)-GB(I),

of the c1l;'+

B~ -B~

' B~ -B~,

and 00 - Ul'

A1so the Franck-Condon Factors have been
a new intensity classification for the
has been made.

determined
Angs

1.

R.KQpa,

2.

R.KQpa, J.O.Janji~, M.Ryte1 (to be pub1ished)

J.Mol.Spectrosc.,

135,

89

119-130

and

.

(1989)

trtlm

bands
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of the multiple perturbation

The analysis

in the b3Z

+

(v=O) state of the CD molecule.
Teresa

Atomic and
University

arising

Rvtel

Molecular
Physics Laboratory,
Pedagogical
of Rzeszów,
35-310 Rzeszów,
Poland

The (0,1) band of the III pos1tive system of the
cO molecule (b3Z + - a3ïr transition) and the assoc1ated (31,1) band of the a'Z+
- a3iftransition have
been photographed in the 9-th order of
spectrograph.
perturbed

of the a'~+
ted,

As

the

b3

Z

+

by the succession

wh1ch

(v=O)

of

a

2-m

leve1

ls

grat1ng
strongly

11 v1brational

1evels

state, the Hamilton1an has been construcdescr1bed

the

1nteract1on

of

12

1evels

taking part in th1s multiple perturbation.
A least-squares f1t was carried out and as a result
the
ancient interpretation of
Manchly, Phys.Rev. 43, 12 (1933)
109, 216 (1938)]
calculus has a150
of molecular

was 1mproved
provided
the

constants

of both

band l1nes [Oleke,
; Gerö, Z.f.Phys1k
and enlarged.
flrst precise

1nteracting

states. The v-numbering of the a,3Z +

The
set

electron1c

state

levels

Stepanov [J. Phys.URSS 2, 205 (1940)]
proposed
by
and supported by considerat10ns of Simmons and T11ford
[J.ReaS.N.B.S. 75A, 455 (1971)]
f1rmed.

90

was entirely

con-
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The app11catlonof Jacklw's sum ru1es
for radlca1 prob1ems with 1=0.
Marek Rvte1. Teresa Rvte1

Atom1c and Mo1ecu1ar Phys1cs Laboratory, Pedagogica1
Un1versity of Rzeszów, 35-310 Rzeszów, Po1and

The poss1b111ty

and the cond1t1ons of app11cat1on

of the sum ru1es [JaCk1w, Phys.Rev., 157, 1220 (1967Ù
to the rotat1on1ess rad1a1 prob1ems (1=0) 1s cons1dered.
The extens1ve set of the formu1as for ca1cu1atlng
the sum 1s obta1ned.
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PT41 Hicrowave

Spectrum

trans CoIlÍomer of
iI.I.Ismailzade
Institute

ences.

of

Physics.

o! the

Sxcited

3tate

in o D-..>;auche,

vH#-~~
Azerbaijan

~~ Pr.Narimanova.

.Baku

SSR Academy
,70143.Azerbaijan

o!

5ci-

SSR

Previous
microwave (KW) studies
o! GH;C~C~%OD
molecule permitted
to discover
the series
ot splitted
doublet
transitions
tor Qb and Ra branches
and to unambiguously
assign them with OD-gauche'-tranä
con!ormer which is characterized
by the hydro8Yl inversion
about trans-trans
position
by the angle ~/V1~o.
Further
MWspectral
analysis
o! the molecule
in
the Qb branch trequency
region of OD-gauche'-trans
con!ormer
revealed
a series
of doublet
transi tions
approximately
one sixth
intensities
of those tor the
previously
detected
lines
an~ with an uptield
shift
ot
several
r-mz. From typical
Stark component shift.
A-C
values.
æ parameter. and on the basis ot the observed

line strengths
vs. temperature obtained we assigned
the d1scovered transition
set to the spectrum of ODgauche'-trans
con!ormer first excited state.
In paral1el to the support ot OD-gauche'trans
isomer transition
identitications
the experimental data obtained make it possible to determine the V; value.
potential
barrier height tor the methyl torsion.
In
this case calculation
results
which are determined
ot ground and tirst excited
both from A-E splittings
vibrational
state transitions
and trom the strength
éomparisons between the lines of ground and similar
excited states.
correlate
tairly well.
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PT42 On Structur:ll
:Jon-;li;dcitv
of :l-?ropanol
Isobutanol
riolecules:
Inversion

and

R.I.Ismailzade,
Sh.A.Rahimov
Institute
of Physics,
Azerbaijan
554 Academy of 8ci_
èSa
ences,
33 Pr.:;ari::lanova,
Baku ;70143, Azerbaijan
~pectral
manifestations
of hydroXjl
inversion
motion as one o! the most widespread
non-rigid
~olec_
on n-propanol
ular effects
,/ere i';W studied
CH3CH2CH2~ OH(D) and isobutanol (CH3)2JHCH2~~ OH.
Planar inversion
transitions
of OH(D)-gauche'trans
con1'ormers characterized
by the asimuth 'l angle values
of .-v :!: 300 and by great deviations
froJ:l tne call:Ulated rigid
rotor
spectra
were analysed.
The inversion
splittings of rotational energy 1evels were estimated
from tue separations
between the
inversion
doublets
of planar
rotational
transitions
~
OH(D)-gauche'-trans
~somers (cross-transitions
~ere
not observed
due to the small values of corresponding
.:I.i.pole moment components
1'or these conformations
J"\A'V
0.3 D) and from the evidence
for related
molecules:
n-propanol-OD
.a.:::: 70 GHz, isobutanol
.-v150 GHz, n-propanol "" 350 GHz. The V3 values of cet!:lyl internal
rotation
barriers
were obtained
1'rom the splittingsof
each inversion component 01'high-J rotational transition inground
vibrational
state into A-E components.
Eor OH(D)-gaucho'-trans
propanol-OD
inversion

isomers 01' n-propanol

the values 01' top-top interactions

con!ormations

and nin the

under study ~ere analysed

com-

paring

the A-3 splitting values !or any of inversion
5ublevels of gro~~d vibrational state rotational transttions and the A-E splittings 01' 3icilar purely rotatior~l transitions of vR(D) trans-trans confo~ers.
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Cn t:le Probabi1ityof Matter Structure
:3tuùies at
subatomic Leve1 by Non-Standard
Methods
A.A.Abdurakbmanov
SSR Academy of 3ciInstitute
of Physics,
Azerbaijan
Narimanova,
3aku 370143. USSR
ences, 33 Prospekt
Fundamenta1 progress
in matter
structure
studies
at subatomic
1eve1 is known to be based cainly
on the
use of acce1erators,
colliders,
synchrophasotrons,
reactors
and other
fair1y
expensive
high-energy
equipment. The main tendency
stil1
remains the generation
of higher and higher achievable
energies
and corresponding 1esser
wave1engths
when proton,
neutron,
hadron and other e1ementary
partic1e
sizes exceed them by
severa1 orders
of magnitude
thus promoting
insight
into their
structure.
Meanwhi1e, achievements
of the recent
decade in
MWspectroscopy
of free mo1ecu1es have drastically
a1tered the situation.
On the basis
of the tirst
tound,
previous1y
unknown unitary
concepts
of matter
structure at a11 hierarohia1
1eve1s of its structural
organization,'trom
macroobjects
to elementary
partic1.s
inc1usively,
ühere a11 tour kinds of fundamental
interactions
are unitied,
the author
has a possibility
to
revisit
the data being obtained
from Wj rotatlonal
spectra
of free maiecule
quantized
absorption
and thus
to determine
the elementary
particle
structure
and regularities
of fundamental
interactions
by such nonstandard
methods as MW, IR spectroscopy
and alternate,
relatively
rougher
spectroscopic
techniques
of the
"long-wave"
(for elementary
partic1es)
region,
using
their
high resolution
and transition
frequency
measurement acc~~y,
non-avai1able
for other methods.
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::olecular
~!ultiisomerism
in V"f11Ylena ~arbonate
IndUce~
b~, Unusual Subatomic 8tructure
of ;arbonata
i1oiety~
.Q!ygen
1.A.Abdurakhmanov
~nstitute

of Physics,
Azarbaijan
JSR Academy o~ 8ci_
,3 Prospekt ~arimanova. Baku 370143. US8R
The effect
of molecular
multiisomerism
is ~irst
~ound in ~ree planar vynylene
carbonate
molecule
with
a ~ive-membered
~ing and (~=o) carbonate
moiety,
~hich is ~ani~ested
as a number o~ several
"
O C 0;
isomer Mj spectra
assigned
to the theoretically non-predicted
~olecular
conformations.
~ 0
Jmergence
o~ forbidden
multiisomers
i5 ~ound to
be due to the pr~viously
unknown subatomic
i~rastructure o~ carbonate
moiaty oxygen. It is shown that several previously
unknown quantized
alectron-nuclear
configurations
o~ oxygen coexist
under molecular
gas
pressure
o~ about mTorr. the ~act resulting
in a number o~ molecular
multiisomers
di~fering
in the discrete
vertical
yield
of carbonate
moiety ~rom the ring plane.
The quantization
effect
of coordinates
of effect-

ences.

~

ive mass centre
in oxygen nucleus
fect of carbon-oxygen
(0.0) bond)
ion are discovered
~ith amplitude
moiety oxygen Jield
from the ring
ancy of modern concepts
on the
ry about the major a."Ò.s "a" is
bonate.

and the shrinking
e$
internuclear
separatdecrease
of carbonate
plane.
The inconsist-

occurence
of 02v symmetshown ~or vynylene
car-

A previously
unknotm regularity
is postulated
~hich reveals
direct
dependence
o~ the amount of quantized electron-nuclear confisurationsin carbonate moiety oxygenon its olectron ~umber. Geometrical, energ1
and 31ectrical non-equivalenciesare ~nticipated for
similar ring bonds.
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pT45 M~ Spectroscop~ ~nd Multiisomerism
~ontainin~ Molecules

in Methyl Moiety-

A.A.Abdurakhmanov
Institute o! Physics, Azerhaijan SSR Academy o! 5ciences, 33 Prospekt Narimanova, Baku 370143, US5R
The phenomenon o! molecular multiisomerism is
!irst !ound in methy1 moiety-containing

!ree m01ecules,

which appears as a number o! MW absorption

spevtra in

isomers assigned to the theoretica11y non-predicted
m01ecular cOn!igurations. The occurence o! above spectra is shown to be associated

with a previous1y

un-

known property o! molecu1ar struature resulting !rom
the existence o! several unusua1 asymmetrical con!igurations

o! methyl moiety outbounding

modern concepts
lecular 1evel.

o! matter structure

the !ramework

of

at atomic and mo-

The inconsistency ot modern concepts of C3v symmetry occurence is shown !or the methy1 moiety. The
causal re1ationship
a1 (non-barmonic)

is determined

vibrationa

between

relaxation-

which are excited by in-

cident irradiation interaction with methy1 moiety natura1 vibrations, and the occurence of a number of its
unusual asymmetrica1
A regu1arity

cOn!igurations.

is postu1ated

which establishea

the

dependence o! structural
thy1 moiety non-standard

parameter valDes tor the mecontigurations on relaxation-

a1 vibration

An essential

amp1itudes.

!undamental

pro-

perty of a tree molecule (non-exposed to any special
physica1 eftect) is !ound which cancels the existence
potentiali ty o! the so ca11ed "symcetry p1ane" '.~hich
divides Qny molec:lle into t'.IO~i1aterally sp:::etrical

halves.
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~EW ANALYSIS OF POSITIONS AND INTENSITIES OF HIGHLY EXCIT!Ð
ROVIBRATIO~AL STATE5 OF THE WATER MOLECULEUSING GENERATING
FUNCTIONS APPROACH
S.Tashkun.
Instltute

ot Atmospherlc

Optlcs.

V.Starlkov

SB USSR Academy ot Sclences.
USSR

Tornsl

The resuJts
ot the water molecule
llne posltlons
analysls
includlng the second hexade are pre5ented. Our method 15 based on
the notlon ot the advanced generatlng tunctlon and appears to be an
essentlal Impro\'ement ot the exlstlng approach [1.21.
Asymptotlc
behavlour
stud)' reveaJed a lInear dependency or
rotatlonal
energy levels on the K. quantum number (startlng
from a
certaln vaJue of K. dependent
on the u2 quantum number).
The comparlson between our least square nts and the exlstlng
ones is also glven.
1. Starlkov
V.I.. T)'Uterev V1.G.. Opt. I 5pectr..
V.63. No 1.
p.76-79 (1987).
2. Tyuterev
VI.G.. Starlkov
V.I.. Tolmachev
V.I.. DAN USSR.
V.297. No 2. p.346-349 (1987).
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